
To Never Retire 永不退休

No matter where we live in this world or whom we work for, be it public service or private 
enterprise, there are retirement systems. Because of the several decades of life we dedicate to work, day 
in and day out, it is only reasonable that by the time we reach old age, we should be given the opportunity 
to rest and enjoy life. 

Developed countries are glad to contribute toward government pension plans for those who have jobs 
so that they can receive retirement benefits when they retire. Throughout history, the Chinese also "saved 
up grain as a safeguard for a rainy day" and "raised children as a safeguard for old age." These are all 
measures for resolving the problems of retirement. Most countries have established the retirement age at 
sixty, sixty-five, or even seventy years old. As the saying goes, "The waves of the Yangtze River roll over 
one after the next." There should be plans in life for passing on the baton, as in Buddhism, there is 
"handing down the light," all of which are ways to deal with the changing of age and time. 

When faced with retirement, for many, life suddenly seems empty and lonely, as if all is lost. With 
nothing much to do, their days are filled with boredom. This kind of retirement is like waiting for the 
arrival of death, for life has lost its meaning and sparkle. So, some are calling for "retiring but not 
resting." Actually, "as the heavens are progressing, the wise should be diligent in their self-improvement." 
In nature, the seasons change over time, and the constellations revolve unceasingly. As a part of nature, 
we should also recognize the imperative of "to be a monastic for a day is to ring the bell for a day," for 
life's meaning lies in enhancing the continuity of life in the universe. Therefore, we should not allow even 
a day in life to go by empty, for "even the morning dew may dissipate easily but it moistens the earth, and 
the winter sun may be short-lived but it melts the ice and frost." 

The ancients were diligent in their resolve and practice, and did not carelessly waste any time, always 
persisting until the very end. Venerable Master Daoan passed away in the course of speaking the Dharma, 
and Venerable Master Huiyuan did so in the midst of chanting the Buddha's name. Similarly, Venerable 
Master Xuanzang passed away when he was translating a sutra, and Chan Master Foyin did so while 
receiving followers.  As humans, we should hold the view of never retiring because the spring of life is 
full of endless energy; so why should there be a retirement?

      Therefore, retirement is merely a change of jobs. We see how the youth study and learn, young adults 
establish their careers, and seniors pass on their experiences. We should retire without resting and 
continue to shine forth and blaze on in life. Be it Confucius in China, Jesus of the West, or Sakyamuni 
Buddha from India, they all have "worked" for over two thousand years.  In people's minds, have they yet 
retired? As the saying goes, "the silkworm only exhausts its silk upon death and the candle only dries its 
wax upon extinguishing." We should sing the praises of the greatness of life, for life never retires!
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